Abstract. The Diophantine equation ¿Z?Li Xi" = X!;-i Vi" is examined for n = 3, 4 and 6 and M = \{n + 1 )/2J. A method for generating pi rametric solutions for n = 4 is derived and several new numerical examples for n = 4, 6 are given. The method also applies for all other values of M and possibly for values of n greater than 6, too.
1. In this article we describe a method to get many integral solutions of the type Xi -f-Xi =2/1 4-2/2 .
We solve the system of linear equations : This last equation is included to make the determinant nonzero and thereby guarantee unique rational p/s and g ¿'s from each numerical set of x/s and y/s.
Next we develop the equations :
We arrive at polynomials of the nth degree in X. Because the p ¿"'s always cancel and the g¿™ cancel whenever n is even, we are left with a polynomial of one degree lower for odd n and two degrees lower for even n in X. We also know that the same polynomial has a solution X = 1 which, when substituted gives us our initial numerical example :
M M zZxP= zZv?-i i
Therefore we factor out (X -1) and are left with a polynomial in X which is two degrees lower than the original equation in the case of n odd and three degrees lower in the case of n even. If one of the roots of the remaining polynomial in X is rational, it can then be used in Eq. (10) to generate a new numerical example. For example, for the cases n = 3 and n -4, this method is sufficient to give us another numerical example from any initial case because we are left with a linear equation in X. Since we can interchange the x¿ in an even polynomial with -#»-, and in an odd polynomial with -yit we obtain many more numerical examples from a given one, which might or might not coincide.
From -75a1V + 57a10f>9 -63a Vo + 63oVl -87aV2 4-lOOaV* -66aV4 4-36aV6 -18aV + 9aV7 4-b19.
For the values a = 2, b = 1; a --2, b = 1; a = 1, b = 2; a = 1,6= -2, Eq.
(25) gives the numerical examples (13), (14), (15) and (18). The formulas (22) and (25) have been given by Lander [3] previously.
has at least one real solution. This real solution need not be rational. Rational solutions to the X equation are found by a trial factoring method. By factoring the X polynomial and taking the first known example :
(31) [5] 236 + (±10)6 + (±15)6 = (±3)6 + (±19)6 + (±22)6, we obtain eighteen new solutions, sixteen of which are trivial solutions of the form a6 + i>6 + c6 = (±a)6 + (±6)6 + (±c)6 and their permutations. The remaining two are : Attempts to find a parametric expression for n > 6 have thus far been fruitless.
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